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Mammalian Predators Quiz: 20 Trivia Questions with Answers
about Wild Animals

  

  1. On which island can you find a predatory mammal called the fossa?

Greenland

Madagascar.

New Zealand

2. Which carnivores of the feline family form prides?

Lions

Jaguars
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Cougars

3. The tiger is the largest and heaviest wild cat. Which subspecies has the largest size?

Chinese tiger

Siberian tiger

Malayan tiger

4. What is the most common coat color of a least weasel?

Brownish

Gray-black

Light gray

5. What is the average weight of an adult raccoon polar bear?

4-5 kg

6-7 kg

8-10 kg

6. What is a peculiarity of the body structure of hyenas?

Their hind legs are shorter than their front legs.

They have a flattened snout with large fangs protruding from their mouths.

They can retract the claws on their paws.

7. How often does a female walrus have cubs?

Once a year

Once every two years

Once every three to four years

8. The largest representatives of seals are ...

Elephant seals

Crabeater seal

Harbor seals
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9. Which family includes skunks, predatory mammals with bright coloration and a specific way of defending
themselves?

Cougars

Mongoose

Skunks

10. In which country can brown grizzly bears be found?

USA

Finland

China

11. Which of these predatory mammals is larger in size?

Mink

Ferret

Weasel

12. The name of a species of predatory mammal "coyote" is Latin for ...

Barking dog

Golden dog

Wild dog

13. Which of the canine family can be found in India and the Middle East?

Golden jackal

Fennec fox

African wild dog

14. What is the name of the species of fox whose representatives live in the steppe?

Corsac fox

Arctic fox

Mycong

15. What predatory animal hides behind the Latin name Eumetopias jubatus?
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Big-eared fox

Black bear

Sea lion

16. Which of the predatory animals live in colonies that include several family groups?

Genets

Meerkats

Aardwolf

17. In what area do dhole settle?

Deserts

In the mountains

In lowlands near bodies of water

18. The fastest cat, capable of speeds up to 110 km/h in 3 seconds.

Leopard

Cheetah

Jaguar

19. Guess the animal by description: a small cat with yellowish-brown fur and dark spots that turn into stripes
and dots.

Ocelot

Pallas' cat

Chinese mountain cat

20. What forms the basis of the diet of mongoose carnivores?

Field mice

Insects

Birds
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Mammalian Predators Quiz: 20 Trivia Questions with Answers
about Wild Animals

Right answers

  1. On which island can you find a predatory mammal called the fossa?
  Madagascar.
  2. Which carnivores of the feline family form prides?
  Lions
  3. The tiger is the largest and heaviest wild cat. Which subspecies has the largest size?
  Siberian tiger
  4. What is the most common coat color of a least weasel?
  Brownish
  5. What is the average weight of an adult raccoon polar bear?
  6-7 kg
  6. What is a peculiarity of the body structure of hyenas?
  Their hind legs are shorter than their front legs.
  7. How often does a female walrus have cubs?
  Once every three to four years
  8. The largest representatives of seals are ...
  Elephant seals
  9. Which family includes skunks, predatory mammals with bright coloration and a specific way of
defending themselves?
  Skunks
  10. In which country can brown grizzly bears be found?
  USA
  11. Which of these predatory mammals is larger in size?
  Ferret
  12. The name of a species of predatory mammal "coyote" is Latin for ...
  Barking dog
  13. Which of the canine family can be found in India and the Middle East?
  Golden jackal
  14. What is the name of the species of fox whose representatives live in the steppe?
  Corsac fox
  15. What predatory animal hides behind the Latin name Eumetopias jubatus?
  Sea lion
  16. Which of the predatory animals live in colonies that include several family groups?
  Meerkats
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  17. In what area do dhole settle?
  In the mountains
  18. The fastest cat, capable of speeds up to 110 km/h in 3 seconds.
  Cheetah
  19. Guess the animal by description: a small cat with yellowish-brown fur and dark spots that turn into
stripes and dots.
  Ocelot
  20. What forms the basis of the diet of mongoose carnivores?
  Insects
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